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U. S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM

Block Italic Transliteration Block Italic Transliteration

A a A a A, a P p P p R, r

B6 15 6 B, b C c C c S, s

8 5 0 V, v T T T m T, t

F r r * G, g Y y Y y U, u

A A R D d C 0 F, f

E e E a Ye, ye; E, e* X x X X Kh, kh
M W X Zh, zh LA LA L q Ts, ts

3 3 3 Z, z H 4 V q Ch, ch

k i H I, i W W wi W Sh, sh

0I R 87 Y, y L uA & I Shch, shch

SH MX K, k b . S "

. 7 . /7 L, k/ bU a Y, y

F1 M At M, m b b b '

H H N I N, n 3 3 .9 a E, e

0 0 0 9 0, 0 Q0 t 10 0 Yu, yu

* f n 17 it P, p R S N a Ya, ya

*ye initially, after vowels, and after b, b; e elsewhere.
When written as 9 in Russian, transliterate as y6 or e.
The use of diacritical marks is preferred, but such marks
may be omitted when expediency dictates.

GREEK ALPHABET

Alpha A a Nu N v

Beta B 8 Xi -

Gamma r y Omicron 0 o

Delta A 6 Pi 11 7F

Epsilon E e * Rho PP 0e

Zeta Z C Sigma E a 9

Eta H r Tau T T

Theta 0 e 4 Upsilon T u

Iota I I Phi 9 9 *
Kappa K Xt K a Chi X X

Lambda A X Psi T

Mu M v Omega Q

.4!



RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Russian English

sin sin

Cos Cos

tg tan
ctg cot

sec sec

cosec csc

sh sinh

ch cosh

th tanh

cth coth

sch sech

csch esch

arc sin sin-1

arc cos Cos- -1

arc tg tan-1

arc ctg CI-1

arc sec sec- 1

arc cosec csc-

arc sh sinh 1

arc ch cosh 1

arc th tanh-

arc cth coth 1

arc sch sech-1

arc csch csch-1

Jrot curl
:1 g log

GRAPHICS DISCLAIMER

All figures, graphics, tables, equations. etc.
merged into this translation were extracted
from the best quality copy available.
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ORIEUIATION 0 THE -GROUUD

Author Unknoun

To orient oneself neans to determine one's position on the

ground in relation to the directions to the horizon or surrounding

objects and to select the required direction for movement or action.

the directions to the horizon are determined from: a)

compass;

b) heavenly bodies; c) from the characteristic features of

local objects.
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Determining magnetic azimuths from a compass. Stand facing the

object to which the azimuth is being determined, orient the compass

and, by turning the lid place the siting device with its slot toward

the observer and with the frontsight toward the object (pocket). Take

a reading on the limb opposite the indicatcr an the front'sight - this

will also be the magnetic azimuth (Fig. 1).. To determine the

direction along an assigned magnetic azimuth on the ground, we should

place the indicator of the compass' froubsight on the reading on the

limb which corresponds to the assigned azimuth. Then, holding the

compass horizontally with the slot of thesight toward the observer,

turn it so that the northern end of the magnetic needle is placed

cpposite the zero division on the limb. An extension of the slot -

front sight line is the direction along the assigned azimuth.

Orientation from the sun. In the middle latitude the sun rises

ig the summer in the northeast and sets in the northwest; in the

winter it rises in the southeast and sets in the southwest and rises

exactly in the east and sets exactly in the west only twice a year

(approximately 21 March and 23 September).

Determination of the north-south direction from a watch and sun.

The atch is set for local time and, turqing in a horizontal plane,

the hour hand is directed at the sun (the minute and second hands are

not considered), The bisector of the angle ketween the hour hand and
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the direction to the number 12 on the dial indicates approximately

the north-south direction (Fig. 2), in uhich regard prior to noon

south will be to the right of the sun and afternoon - to the left.

Orientation from the characteristic features of local objects.

Determination of the directions to the horizon from the special signs

cf local objects is less reliable than from the sun and, even more,

from a compass; therefore, it should be used cautiously and wisely,

backing it up with orientation by other methods.

Zn a zone of temperate climate, the directions to the horizon

are easily determined from the bark and moss (lichens). On birch, the

bark is lighter and more elastic on the southern side than on the

northern (even in the middle of a sparse forest). After a rain, the

trunks of pine become darkened from the sun (the so-called "secondary

bark" which is formed earlier on the sbadey side of the trunk swells

and becomes darker). Moss and lichens ca trees, rocks, and structures

are concentrated primarily on the northern side. Grass on the

northern outskirts of clearings is thicker than on the southern and

the converse is true on lone trees, stumps, poles, and large rocks;

grass grows more thickly to the south of them agd is preserved longer

in the hot time of the year to the north.

4' Opening tides in large forestry enterFrises are usually cut
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along north-south and east-vest lines. The blocks are numbered from

vest to east and frcm north to south and the numbers are marked on

klock poles which are placed at the intersections of the rides. A

line between two adjacent edges with the smallest numbers indicates

the direction to the north (Fig. 3). In Germany and Poland, the

numbering of the blocks is conducted from east to vest.

Ant hills are almost always located to the south of the nearest

treesj stumps, and bushes. The southern side of an ant hill is more

gently sloping than the northern side.

Nests of mason bees are located on the southern side of a rock

or wall.

During the ripening period fruits and berries acquire their

coloring on the southern side earlier. 2he Llossoms of sunflower and

bur marigqld face the sun and turn with its motion across the sky (on

rainy days they are not directed to the %orth).

In the winter, the snow sticks to structures sore on the

northern side and melts more rapidly on he southern side. In

defressions, the sun melts more rapidly on the northern side, and on

hillocks and mounds - on the southern slope.
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At the beginning of spring, snow melts more rapidly at the

southern side of rising objects (rocks, structures, trees, etc.) than

on the northern side, forming craters. Various religous structures

may serve as good reference points: churches, mosques , synagogues,

and so forth. The altars of orthodox and Lutheran churches face the

east. The lowered edge of the lower cross piece on the cross on the

dome faces the south and the raised edge - the north. The altars of

Catholic churches are on the western side of the building. The doors

of mosques and synagogues in the European part cf the USSR face

approximately north. Idol temples, pagodas, and Buddhist monasteries

have their facades facing south. Exits from ncnad tents are made on

the south.

It is useful to know the specific features of the natural region

in which you operate which are necessary for orientation.

The directions to the horizon, for example, can easily be

determined from the direction of the winds which prevail on given

terrain. For example, in the Karakum the sand dunes move to the

southeast in the spring and summer and to the northwest in the fall

and winter. Here, it is useful to know that the concave part of the

sand dune faces the wind (Fig. 4).

Correct orientation can be aided by knowledge of the local
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features of the vegetation for various types of plant life. Plants of

damp places (noss, whortleberry, mountain cranberry, crowberry)

inhabit the northern slopes of dunes south of Liepaja while

zerophilous plants grow on the southern slopes (reindeer moss,

heather). In the Southern Urals, in the zore of the forest steppe,

the southern slopes of mountains are rocky and overgrown with grass

while the northern slopes are covered with small islands of birch

forest. In the southern part of the Buguruslanskiy rayon, meadows are

scattered on the southern slopes and forests on the northern sloFes.

In the basin of the Verkhnyaya Angara River, steppe sections are

located on the southern slopes of mountains while the northern slopes

are covered with taiga forest. Pine grcus on the southern slopes in

the mountains of the Western Caucasus and on the northern slopes -

beech, spruce, and fir. In the western part of the Northern Caucasus,

beech adorns the northern slopes and oak - the southern. In the

southern part of Osetia spruce, fir, yew, and beech grow on the

northern slopes and pine and oak on the southern. In the Par East, in

the area of Ussuriysk Amur cork is encountered almost exclusively an

* :the northern slopes and oak on the southern. On the western slopes of

Sikhote-Alin' pine forest grows and on the eastern slopes - mixed. In

the Tramsbaykal. at the heat of the summer permafrost is observed at

a depth of 10 ca on the northern slopes while it is usually at a

depth of 2-3 meters on the southern slopes.
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The number of special signs from which one can orient himself is

not limited by what is indicated above; there are many more of them.

Each moldier should develop a sense of observation for himself and

should learn to note and remember the characteristic details of the

terrain and analyze the topographic situation.

* I
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Table. Typical position of the sun in the middle latitude (during the

hours of local time).

Key: C1) Direction to the horizon, (2) Spring, (3) Summer, (4) Fall,

15) Vinter, (6) east, (7) southeast, (8) southwest, (9) vest.

CTOpOHbl ropuiiOHTa ) BecHoft JTe TOR Ocel wo almol

BOCTOK"' 7 5 7 9
oro-ocToI4e?) 10 9 10 11

r . ) 16 17 16 15
o3aulaA 19 21 19 17

J J
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Fig. 1. Key: (1) Azimuth to smokestack equals 3000.
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i'10

Fig.-S Key: (1) find.
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